
Chinese History, 
and Culture II 

Week One: Qin 
and Han 

Dynasties

wrapping up philosophy

What’s the great unifying theme in classical 
Chinese philosophy that might distinguish it 
from India or Greece? 

how has your definition of “philosophy” 
changed as a result of last term’s 
information? What is “Philosophy”? are the 
Chinese thinkers “Philosophers”?

ancestors and heaven, with no creator or cause.  

interconnection, complementarities instead of 
opposites, processes and phases rather than 
distinct elements 

The family as natural and good. (<> Greece, 
importance of individual). family is patrilineal and 
patriarchal. model for government. 

ruler: son of heaven, beyond law, with 
transformative power 

Focus on this world, golden age of the past

Ebrey’s Conclusion: Qin Dynasty 秦代 (221-206 BCE) 
a centralized bureaucratic monarchy

Western border state transformed by Legalism: 

strengthen the power of the ruler at all costs 

replace local aristocracy with court-appointed officials 

bureaucratization > loyalty to state only instead of local elites 

Direct taxation > increase revenue 

standardization > political and cultural uniformity 

currency 

weights and measures 

scripts 

ranks



heavy  labor service > canals, roads, walls, 
palaces, military service 

book-burning: 

end of intellectual debate among the “hundred 
Schools,”  

no knowledge or education without practical 
applicability,  

traumatic loss of literature 

anti-confucian > buried 460 scholars alive 

obsession with immortality > terra-cotta army

han Dynasty 

(206 BCE-220 CE)



Peasant rebellion under Liu Bang 

capital at chang’an (later, 25-220 CE, during “eastern han” at luoyang) 

ideal government: combines 

⽂ wén (culture/civility/refinement) 

武 wǔ (military might) 

territorial expansion (vietnam, korea, central asia) > silk road 

creation of a scholarly confucian-oriented elite and civil service 
examination > 

self-cultivation 

love of tradition, ritual, history 

responsibility, loyalty 

selection of government officials based on learning!

bureaucracy and centralized control 

court-appointed officials, chosen by merit and 
subject to discipline 

central administration 

judges, tax collectors, military and ritual 
leaders, public work managers... 

direct taxation plus monopolies for revenues 

harsh laws, but tempered by confucian morality

Qin policies preserved: 

Relation to western nomads

trade (silk and lacquer for horses, sheep, cattle...) 
and bribery to avoid raids 

Steppe to North and West of China: too arid for 
agriculture 

“barbarians”: No permanent dwellings, no writing, 
skilled in warfare and on horseback 

xiongnu “huns”, later Mongols (yuan dynasty) 

Qin emperor built beginning of a “great wall” 

Silk from han court ends up in rome!

Mawangdui 
banner



Mǎwángduī ⾺王堆
Archaeological site from Changsha (Hunan, 
south china), excavated in 1970s 

elite chu culture from western han (tomb 
of marquis who died in 168 bce) 

lacquers, silks, paintings AND 

silk texts, especially medical literature!!! 

but also maps, yijing, astronomy... 導引圖 dǎoyǐntú 
(illustration for guiding and pulling)

Accomplishments 
of the Han? 

Reasons for its 
fall?


